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PARTS WASH BRUSHES

PARTS WASH BRUSHES Brush Research Mfg. is proud to offer the best parts wash brush on the market 
today. Injection molded Polypropylene handles, synthetic filaments for resistance 
to most solvent cleaners.  Designed to be used in either petroleum-based or water 
based cleaning solutions. All metal parts are either stainless steel or brass for 
corrosion resistance. These are superior tools that will make each and every job 
easier and faster, saving both time and money. All tube fittings are manufactured 
to allow use on the most popular recirculating parts washers such as Enco, 
KleerFlo, Safety Kleen and others. The ergonomic styles will reduce any wrist strain 
and allow for increased pressure during cleaning.

+ Non-Slip Grip
+ Guaranteed not to mushroom
+ Heavy Duty Construction
+ Penetrating Tip

 
Part No.
PWA           Flow thru with tube
PWANT      Flow thru without tube
PWC           Non flow thru

The absolute best parts wash brush on the market today! Designed with the 
professional in mind. Made with synthetic filaments to resist most solvent type 
cleaners. Supplied with or without a 28" nitrite rubber tubing designed to fit 0.500 
to 0.600 O.D. parts washer nozzles.

 
Part No.
PW6P           Flow thru with tube
PW6PNT      Flow thru without tube

A totally new concept in parts washing brushes. The ergonomic handle design 
reduces wrist fatigue. Made with Polypropylene handles with synthetic filaments 
to resist most solvent type cleaners.

 
Part No.
PW1P           Flow thru with valve and tube
PW1PNT      Flow thru valve and without tube
PW4P           Flow thru with valve and tube 
PW4PNT      Flow thru valve and without tube

Both brushes incorporate a unique flow control system that allows you to control 
the amount of cleaning fluid desired. The large brushing area of the PW-1P makes 
the cleaning of large areas faster and easier than ever before. The PW-4P is 
designed for the automotive brake mechanics.

 
Part No.
PW ¾           ¾" diameter aluminum handle
         Non flow thru scraper end

Our most popular selling parts wash brush, the PW-34, comes with polypropylene fill.

PWT            28" tubing made of nitrite rubber

 
Soft Tip Brushes  
Wheels are a problem for all auto detailers. BRM’s Soft Tip Wheel Cleaning 
Brushes push the dirt away, making cleaning more efficient. The unique, high 
quality soft-pointed tip allows the brush to access places other brushes cannot 
while lasting longer.

Part No.
PWCST        Soft tip straight handle
PWAST         Soft tip flow thru with straight handle




